The pan-European retirement market
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Introduction

This material is communicated for information purposes only and neither
constitutes an offer to buy, an investment advice nor a solicitation to sell a
product. This material only consists in a simple explanation of the current
pensions’ market in Europe and shall not commit its author in any manner
whatsoever.
This material is neither a contract nor a commitment of any sort.
Employee savings and retirement products described in this material are
designed for European employees only and are not intended for U.S.
employees, U.S. employers or residents of the United States of America.
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Amundi Asset Management

Assets under
management:

Dublin

€1.5 trillion
Boston

Milan

London

Investment Centres
6 Global
10 Local

Tokyo
Paris

Presence in 37
Countries

Global Breakdown by Client Type

Global Breakdown by Asset Class
Real, alternative and
structured assets

Equities

5%

17%

Institutional
38%

Intermediary

18% Multi-Asset

45%
62%

Fixed
incom e

15%

Solutions
Source: Amundi Asset Management as of 31st March 2019. Individual figures may not total due Liquidity
to rounding.
Both the global (dark blue) and local (light blue) investment centres have been highlighted on the map.
This document is private and confidential and is for the sole use of the institutional or professional clients to whom it is addressed
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Crédit Agricole Group
Amundi , a major European Player Servicing International Groups
Key Figures

N°1

4M

+100k

500k

+56Bn€

50

in employee savings
and retirment 1

Employee
accounts

Client
companies

Employee clients
outside France

Assets under
management

years of
experience

(1) In France, AFG, as of Dec 2018

Recognized for Its Innovation and Expertise

With a Wide Scope

120 countries
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Pan European Retirement market

Recent trends
Defined Benefits DB

moving to

Defined Contribution DC

DC schemes can provide resilient
occupational retirement income solutions
to face current challenges:
⎯ lower pension benefit compared to the wage received
when working due to aging of the population
⎯ Low fixed income interest rates that weaken
guaranteed returns

DC replaces DB
DB dominant

Cross-border approach :

⎯
⎯

IORP

DC replaces DB

IORP* Directive favors a cross-border approach
Launch of the PEPP (Pan-European Personal
Pension) product beginning of 2021

w/ ongoing shift
from DB to DC

DB but new DC

w/ new regulation
allowing pure DC

DC replaces DB

DC replaces DB

Longer longevity:

⎯

Needs to offer solutions after retirement (decumulation)

(*) European Directive 2003, revised for Jan 2019
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DC replaces DB

Perspectives

A real need for a multi employer cross border pension fund

Covering several
European countries

with a World Compartment

IORP

A REGULATED EUROPEAN PENSION FUND

Through a REGULATED PAN EUROPEAN PENSION FUND
serviced by a REGULATED PENSION ADMINISTRATOR
To secure a flexible and customizable solution with the appropriate governance
•

Each sponsor entity has its own retirement needs and expectations on services provided

•

Each sponsor plan has its own plan governance depending on the culture of the group and the history
of the scheme
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Life cycle investment

A solid default option

Proportion of risky assets

Match
investors risk
profile

Early years

Match
decumulation
objectives

Transition

Preretirement

Age

Retirement

Accumulation

Decumulation

Taking into account financial & human capital
over the entire saving cycle
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Life cycle investment

Simple and individualized approach

Simple choices that avoid behavioral biases for the employee
AGE and
RETIREMENT
DATE

PROFILE

OBJECTIVE
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 Selection of the time horizon

Assessing risk tolerance
 Setting and maintaining appropriate level
for a given objective (Defensive / Balanced /
Dynamic)
Helping the employee to define its personal
goals
 Targeting the appropriate investments
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Taking into
account
local
constraints

Life cycle investment

Flexible payout options at retirement date

Proportion
of risky
assets

Proportion
of risky
assets

LUMP SUMP
WITHDRAWAL
Primary focus on
capital preservation

FIXED ANNUITIES
Primary focus is
matching annuity sensitivity

Proportion
of risky
assets

INCOME
DRAWDOWN
Primary focus is
matching appropriate income
generation level

Possibility to mix the options to meet different needs
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n years

Life cycle investment

Strong capital preservation and higher expected return
Bocconi Study (*) – Key elements

* “Consumer protection and the design of the default option of a pan-European pension product” published by the Bocconi University and dated Feb 1. 2018
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Disclaimer
The information in this document (the “Information”) has been prepared by Crédit Agricole S.A. and/or one of its affiliates (Hereinafter collectively referred to as “Crédit Agricole S.A.”)
for informational purposes only.
Nothing in this document is to be construed as an offer for services or products or as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of securities or any other financial product. The
Information has no regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situations or particular needs of any recipient. This material is neither a contract nor a commitment of any sort.
Employee savings and retirement products described in this material are designed for European employees only and are not intended for U.S. employees, U.S. employers or residents
of the United States of America. Neither Amundi nor products and funds managed by Amundi are registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and nothing in this
material is intended to constitute an offer of services or products. Employees savings and retirement products described in this material are not designed to be part of ERISA or similar
U.S. plans.
Any projections, valuations and statistical analyses provided herein are provided to assist the recipient in the evaluation of the matters described herein. Such projections, valuations
and analyses may be based on subjective assessments and assumptions and may use one among alternative methodologies that produce different results; accordingly such
projections, valuations and statistical analyses should not be viewed as facts and should not be relied upon as an accurate prediction of future events. There is no guarantee that any
targeted performance will be achieved.
While the Information is based on sources believed to be reliable, no guarantee, representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to its accuracy, correctness or
completeness. Crédit Agricole S.A. is under no obligation to update the Information.
Crédit Agricole S.A. does not act as an advisor to any recipient of this document, nor owe any recipient any fiduciary duty and the Information should not be construed as financial,
legal, regulatory, tax or accounting advice. Recipients should make their own independent appraisal of the Information and obtain independent professional advice from appropriate
professional advisers before embarking on any course of action.
In no event shall Crédit Agricole S.A. or any of its directors, officers or employees have any liability or responsibility to any person or entity for any direct or consequential loss, damage,
cost, charge, expense or other liability whatsoever, arising out of or in connection with the use of, or reliance upon, the Information. Furthermore, under no circumstance shall Crédit
Agricole S.A. have any liability to any person or entity for any loss or damage, in whole or in part, caused by, resulting from, or relating to, any error (negligent or otherwise), omission,
condition or other circumstances within or outside the control of Crédit Agricole S.A. or any of its directors, officers or employees in connection with the procurement, collection,
compilation, analysis, interpretation, communication or delivery of the Information.
This document and the Information are confidential and may not be copied, reproduced, redistributed, passed on, published, reproduced, transmitted, communicated or disclosed,
directly or indirectly, in whole or part, to any other person without Crédit Agricole S.A.’s prior written consent.
Crédit Agricole S.A. does not accept any liability to any person in relation to the distribution or possession of this document to or in any jurisdiction. This document is not directed at, or
intended for distribution or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of any jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to
applicable laws or regulations of such jurisdictions.
This material has not been reviewed by any financial regulator.
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